Carbide: A Safe Persistent Memory Multilingual Programming Framework
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Persistent memory (PM) technology has brought the opportunity of accessing persistent data directly by using load and
store instructions, improved memory system capacity, and a
unified programming model for persistent and volatile programs. Many PM libraries [1–6] have been introduced to
operate on PM devices safely. Although they provide safe interfaces to interact with PM, not all of them verifiably address
novel PM programming challenges. Of a particular class of
PM libraries, some of them provide strong guarantees to prevent PM-related bugs. Corundum [4] is the state-of-the-art in
this category, but it applies several restrictive rules that thwart
performance optimizations. The diversity in the offerings and
limitations of the current PM programming frameworks motivates us to look for a hybrid PM programming model that
can be both flexible and verifiably safe.
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Figure 1: Carbide’s System Description. The programmer
defines persistent data types in lib.rs using Rust; Carbide
generates the library and the header files; The programmer
uses them in main.cpp using C++.

The Key Insight

Our work relies on the fact that even though the persistent
data types should be implemented strictly safely, the other
parts can be developed more freely. Hence, we propose that
using Corundum [4] to implement persistent types and port
them into C++ in the form of a compiled library can provide
safety and flexibility at the same time.
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• Carbide statically checks the exporting procedure to prevent unsafe access to persistent data in Rust.
• Carbide performs static type checking while externally
using the persistent objects from C++.
• Carbide transfers polymorphic types from a compiled
library through a type parameter reduction and reparameterization technique.

Main Artifacts

This paper presents Carbide, a multilingual PM framework
that allows separately developing PM data structures in Corundum and using them in C++. This improves the flexibility
in programming and code reuse while maintaining strong
PM safety guarantees. Figure 1 depicts Carbide’s system description. Multilingual programming essentially requires the
programmer to consider strict directives to follow. Carbide’s
automatic code generation and static type checkers ensure
that the safety invariants are satisfied in both languages. Our
contributions in developing the Carbide framework is:

• Carbide provides an option for automatically converting volatile data structures, including the C++ standard
template library’s container types, into persistence under
specific criteria.
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Key Components

Implementing such a system may jeopardize the safety guarantees that Corundum provides because many of the techniques
used in Corundum are based on Rust’s features, and they are
not available in C++. Below we list the main safety concerns
and our solutions for them:

• Carbide preserves almost all Corundum’s safety guarantees in C++.
• Carbide introduces a notion of the expanded lifetime
of persistent objects with lifespans stretching between
Rust’s and C++’s scopes.

Type Interoperability The types implemented in Rust have
different memory layouts from C++; therefore, they are
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not fully operable. Rust allows the programmer to specify a “C” representation of the type explicitly, but this is
only available for trivial types such as a struct with primitive fields. The persistent pointers and type wrappers
are not specified so. Carbide automatically generates a
C++ interface for every Corundum type as a vessel to
make the type fully operational in C++.
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Figure 2: The performance results of comparing Carbide with
other PM systems in terms of execution time.

Polymorphism Persistent types are usually defined as container classes that take on many forms. However, a
polymorphic type is not portable through a compiled
library as the type parameters cannot be derived in postcompilation time. Carbide enforces using byte-arrays to
represent any sized types and carefully evaluate them to
prevent any misinterpretations.
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